COLO209
RRID:CVCL_F403
Type: Cell Line

Proper Citation

(RRID:CVCL_F403)

Cell Line Information

URL: https://web.expasy.org/cellosaurus/CVCL_F403
Proper Citation: (RRID:CVCL_F403)
Description: Cell line COLO209 is a Transformed cell line with a species of origin Homo sapiens (Human)
Sex: Male
Defining Citation: PMID:21383383
Comments: Derived from sampling site: Peripheral blood., Transformant: NCBI_TaxID; 10376; Epstein-Barr virus (EBV)., Population: Colombian; native South American., Part of: Sonoda-Tajima cell collection.
Category: Transformed cell line
Organism: Homo sapiens (Human)
Name: COLO209
Cross References: CLO:CLO_0051154, RCB:HSC0118, Wikidata:Q54814217
ID: CVCL_F403

Ratings and Alerts

No rating or validation information has been found for COLO209.
No alerts have been found for COLO209.

Data and Source Information

**Source:** Cellosaurus

Usage and Citation Metrics

We have not found any literature mentions for this resource.